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Abstract

Multimodel Arctic Ocean “climate response function” experiments are analyzed in order
to explore the effects of anomalous wind forcing over the Greenland Sea (GS) on poleward ocean heat
transport, Atlantic Water (AW) pathways, and the extent of Arctic sea ice. Particular emphasis is placed
on the sensitivity of the AW circulation to anomalously strong or weak GS winds in relation to natural
variability, the latter manifested as part of the North Atlantic Oscillation. We find that anomalously strong
(weak) GS wind forcing, comparable in strength to a strong positive (negative) North Atlantic Oscillation
index, results in an intensification (weakening) of the poleward AW flow, extending from south of the
North Atlantic Subpolar Gyre, through the Nordic Seas, and all the way into the Canadian Basin.
Reconstructions made utilizing the calculated climate response functions explain ∼50% of the simulated
AW flow variance; this is the proportion of variability that can be explained by GS wind forcing. In the
Barents and Kara Seas, there is a clear relationship between the wind-driven anomalous AW inflow and
the sea ice extent. Most of the anomalous AW heat is lost to the atmosphere, and loss of sea ice in the
Barents Sea results in even more heat loss to the atmosphere, and thus effective ocean cooling. Release of
passive tracers in a subset of the suite of models reveals differences in circulation patterns and shows that
the flow of AW in the Arctic Ocean is highly dependent on the wind stress in the Nordic Seas.

Plain Language Summary The North Atlantic Current is an extension of the Gulf Stream,
which brings warm Atlantic Water northward as the current flows through the Nordic Seas. Eventually,
it enters the cold deep Arctic Ocean basins through the Barents Sea and Fram Strait. Nine different
numerical ocean ice models have been analyzed and compared in order to investigate (1) their ability to
simulate this northward flow of Atlantic Water, (2) its dependence on wind forcing, and (3) its impact
on Arctic sea ice. Consistently, in all models, stronger winds in the Greenland Sea result in a stronger
northward flow of warm Atlantic Water. The response on ocean circulation occurs from the North Atlantic,
through the Nordic Seas and the Barents Sea, to the deep Canadian Basin. The flow of warm Atlantic
Water within the Arctic Ocean is thus highly dependent on the wind stress in the Nordic Seas. There is
particularly clear response in the Barents and Kara Seas where a wind-driven anomalous warm inflow
drives a smaller sea ice extent and thickness, and an increased heat transfer from the ocean to the
atmosphere above. Weaker winds in the Greenland Sea produces weaker flow and hence a larger sea ice
extent and thickness.
1. Introduction
Changes in climate associated with global warming are particularly pronounced at high northern latitudes.
Over the past decades the Arctic has warmed twice as fast as the global mean (IPCC, 2014), a characteristic
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often termed “polar amplification” (Screen & Simmonds, 2010; Serreze & Barry, 2011). This Arctic warming
manifests in many ways, for example, a dramatic and unprecedented decrease in sea ice extent (Carmack
et al., 2015; Onarheim et al., 2018) and volume (Kwok, 2018). Since satellite observations began in the late
1970s, the Arctic summer sea ice extent has declined by approximately 50% (Vihma, 2014), and winter sea
ice extent has steadily declined of 2.6% per decade (Cavalieri & Parkinson, 2012). Sea ice decline is projected
to continue in the future, and these changes will alter Arctic ecosystems and fisheries (Dalpadado et al.,
2014), influence transportation and exploitation of other natural resources (ACIA-Arctic Climate Impact
Assessment, 2005), change the cycling of carbon (Hinzman et al., 2013), decrease the surface albedo Curry
et al. (1995), and possibly affect climate and weather at lower latitudes (Liptak & Strong, 2014; Sorokina
et al., 2016). For example, the decline of winter sea ice cover could increase the probability of cold winters
in Europe (Cohen et al., 2014; Yang & Christensen, 2012).
Atmospheric forcing may be the biggest contributor to the sea ice loss (Serreze et al., 2007), but ocean
heat storage and transport play an important role in certain regions (Carmack et al., 2015; Perovich &
Richter-Menge, 2015; Polyakov et al., 2017). For example, the decline and variability in winter sea ice cover
north of Svalbard and in the Barents and Kara Seas is linked to an increased and warmer inflow of Atlantic
Water (AW; Årthun et al., 2012, 2017; Barton et al., 2018; Li et al., 2017; Onarheim et al., 2014, 2015, 2018).
The Barents Sea experiences the fastest surface warming in the Arctic (Screen & Simmonds, 2010), and a
recent study by Lind et al. (2018) found that the northern Barents Sea has transitioned from a cold Arctic to a
warm Atlantic-dominated regime. It is expected that warming will continue, and projections from Onarheim
and Arthun (2017) show that this region might become winter ice free in the time period 2061–2088 if the
Representative Concentration Pathway scenario 8.5 (Moss et al., 2010) is followed. Although the recent Arctic surface changes have been well documented, the relative importance of the ocean remains uncertain
and may increase in the future (Carmack et al., 2015). The observed trends in sea ice cover, atmospheric
temperatures, and ocean heat transport due to increasing levels of greenhouse gases are superimposed on
internal and natural variability. It is therefore of great interest to understand these current changes with
respect to past change and to disentangle the different forcing factors in order to make skillful predictions
for the future.
Variability in the Barents Sea sea ice extent has been attributed to a number of processes, and variations in the
ocean heat transport is key (Årthun et al., 2012; Li et al., 2017; Smedsrud et al., 2013; Venegas & Mysak, 2000;
Zhang, 2015). These heat anomalies result from either increased volume transport in the Norwegian Atlantic
Current, a poleward extension of the North Atlantic Current (Muilwijk et al., 2018; Smedsrud et al., 2013),
or temperature anomalies that are either generated locally (Schlichtholz & Houssais, 2011) or advected in
from the south (Årthun & Eldevik, 2016; Furevik, 2001; Holliday et al., 2008; Skagseth et al., 2008). This has
motivated several studies that have explored the effect of wind forcing on the AW volume and heat transport.
Some studies focused on the impact of local wind forcing (Ingvaldsen et al., 2004; Lien et al., 2013, 2017;
Skagseth et al., 2011), while others have described the influence of large-scale atmospheric forcing in terms
of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO; Hurrell, 1995)—the dominant Northern Hemisphere (NH) mode of
atmospheric variability (Dickson et al., 2000; Grotefendt et al., 1998; Orvik & Skagseth, 2003; Visbeck et al.,
1998). As an example, Muilwijk et al. (2018) found a high correlation between the wind stress curl over the
Nordic Seas and the ocean heat transport entering the Barents Sea.
Here, we further investigate the relationship between anomalous wind forcing, poleward ocean heat transport, and sea ice extent, with a particular focus on the Nordic, Barents, and Kara Seas using nine different
climate and ocean sea ice-coupled general circulation models. Ocean sea ice-coupled general circulation
models have been compared within the CORE2 project (Ilicak et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016a, 2016b), and
analyzed and improved during the last decades through the Arctic Ocean Model Intercomparison Project
and its continuation, the Forum for Arctic Modeling and Observational Synthesis (https://famosarctic.com).
Within this framework Marshall et al. (2017) proposed a coordinated modeling experiment with the goal to
compute “climate response functions” (CRFs), the transient response of ocean and sea ice to abrupt “step”
changes in external forcing fields. Here, we analyze how a suite of models respond to a step change in the
Greenland Sea (GS) wind field (Figure 1), following the proposed protocol described in Marshall et al. (2017).
We are motivated by three questions:
1. How does the general circulation of the Nordic Seas and poleward ocean heat transport into the Arctic
Ocean respond to anomalous wind forcing over the GS?
MUILWIJK ET AL.
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Figure 1. Overview map of the Arctic Ocean and its regional seas including the Atlantic Water inflow illustrated by the
large red arrow. The blue arrows and low-pressure system illustrate the location of the Greenland Sea wind anomalies
with stronger winds for the Greenland Sea Plus experiment and weaker winds for Greenland Sea Minus experiment.
Orange arrows in the deep Arctic basins illustrate the circulation of intermediate Atlantic Water masses based on
Carmack et al. (2015). Section S1 (presented in Figure S5) is shown in magenta, and the black dotted lines define the
Barents and Kara Seas region.

2. What are the downstream effects of anomalous GS wind forcing on the deep Arctic Ocean basins and the
Beaufort Gyre?
3. Does the system have any predictability?
Simulating the Arctic Ocean realistically is challenging due to the complexity of the dynamic and thermodynamic processes shaping its domain, in combination with the sparseness of long-term observations (Ilicak
et al., 2016). Previous modeling studies document large differences in the mean state Arctic hydrography and
AW inflow in different Arctic Ocean Model Intercomparison Project models (Holloway et al., 2007; Karcher
et al., 2007) and Coupled Model Intercomparison Project models (Ilicak et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016a,
2016b). The uniqueness and strength of the CRFs is that we study the model responses to external forcing
rather than comparing their mean states. This allows us to focus on the forcing mechanism physics, similar
to what is done in idealized studies such as Lique et al. (2015). A CRF approach also allows determination
of time scales on which the system adjusts to changing forcing, which helps to understand the dynamical
balance and predictability of the system. Here, step functions are useful because one can, if assuming linearity, reconstruct the response to any historical forcing based on the impulse response from the step function
(Marshall et al., 2017). The ultimate goal is thus to learn how the Arctic Ocean responds to changes in external forcing. The differences and similarities across model responses give insights into the robustness of the
results and the memory of the system.
The paper is organized as follows. A description of the region and a summary of previous studies investigating the relationship between wind forcing, ocean heat, and sea ice is given in section 2. The models and
experimental setup are briefly described in section 3. In section 4 we explain the different responses to our
perturbation experiment and investigate the potential for prediction based on a convolution of the CRFs
with observed wind forcing. In section 5 we provide some further discussion on model differences and the
redistribution of AW heat. We summarize our conclusions in section 6.
MUILWIJK ET AL.
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2. Background
Enclosed by the Eurasian and North American landmasses, the Arctic Ocean is the smallest of the world's
five (major) oceans. The Arctic Basin has three subbasins deeper than 2,500 m: the Eurasian, Makarov,
and Canadian Basins. These are separated by two ridges: the Lomonosov Ridge and the Mendeleev Ridge
(Figure 1). Surrounding these deep basins are extensive continental shelf areas (≤500 m) that cover a third of
the total area: the Chukchi, the East Siberian, the Laptev, the Kara, and the Barents Seas. The Arctic Ocean
is connected to the Pacific through the Bering Strait. We define the Nordic Seas—the Greenland, Iceland
and Norwegian Seas—to be included in the Arctic Ocean, that is, in what Aagaard et al. (1985) termed the
Arctic Mediterranean. This Arctic Ocean definition follows that of the International Hydrographic Office
(Jakobsson & Macnab, 2006). The Fram Strait (FS) and the Barents Sea Opening (BSO) connect the deep
Arctic basins with the Nordic Seas, while the Canadian Archipelago connects Arctic waters to the Labrador
Sea through Baffin Bay. Most of the Arctic Ocean is characterized by a seasonally varying sea ice cover. With
maximum extent in March and minimum extent in September, it influences ocean stratification, circulation,
and freshwater and heat budgets (Haine et al., 2015).
2.1. AW Circulation and Atmospheric Forcing
AW that flows through the FS and the BSO is the dominant source of ocean heat and salt to the deep Arctic
basins (Aagaard et al., 1987; Muilwijk et al., 2018). This AW current is an extension of the North Atlantic
Current (Figure 1), which brings warm and saline water masses of subtropical origin into the Nordic Seas. In
the Nordic Seas the AW flows in two main current branches, one that circulates and feeds the interior of the
Nordic Seas, and one flowing northward as the Norwegian Atlantic Slope Current (Orvik et al., 2001; Wekerle
et al., 2017). This current finally enters the BSO between Norway and Svalbard and enters the FS as the West
Spitsbergen Current off the west coast of Svalbard (Beszczynska-Möller et al., 2012; Pérez-Hernández et al.,
2019). A portion recirculates in FS (Hattermann et al., 2016; Wekerle et al., 2017), but the AW that does
not circulates cyclonically in the Eurasian Basin, and a portion reaches the Makarov and Canadian basins,
before it finally exits through the FS with the East Greenland Current or through the Canadian Archipelago
(Carmack et al., 2015). The northward flow of AW in FS varies between 4 and 8 Sv (Beszczynska-Möller
et al., 2012), while that in the BSO is close to 2 Sv (Smedsrud et al., 2010).
The NAO explains more than one third of the temporal variance in large-scale sea level pressure (SLP) in the
North Atlantic. Its index is based on the difference between the subtropical (Azores) high and the subpolar
low northeast of Iceland (Hurrell, 1995). Dickson et al. (2000) found that both the temperature and volume
transport of AW to the Arctic Ocean increases during a strong positive NAO phase, which is characterized
by an intense subpolar low and strong meridional pressure gradient. This strong pressure gradient results
in stronger wind forcing in the North Atlantic, and thus an increased wind-driven northward AW current.
The latter is supported by a comprehensive series of studies (Czaja & Marshall, 2001; Eden & Jung, 2001;
Furevik, 2001; Langehaug et al., 2012; Lohmann et al., 2009; Medhaug et al., 2012; Muilwijk et al., 2018;
Visbeck et al., 2013).
2.2. The Barents Sea and AW Impact on Sea Ice
The Barents Sea is a key region for determining the thermodynamic state of the Arctic Ocean. It dominates
the region's heat storage, and more than 50% of the Arctic Ocean's surface heat loss occurs here (Serreze
et al., 2007). In their pioneering work, Helland-Hansen and Nansen (1909) noted that varying inflow of AW
influences the seasonal sea ice cover by determining the amount of winter freezing. This, and how the AW
is modified before it exits the Barents Sea through the St. Anna Trough, has since been described by several
other studies (Årthun & Schrum, 2010; Sandø et al., 2010; Smedsrud et al., 2010, 2013).
In the Arctic Basin, exchange from AW to the mixed layer and sea ice above is generally suppressed because
of strong stratification (Carmack et al., 2015; Lind & Ingvaldsen, 2012; Lind et al., 2016). However, near the
inflow regions such as the southern Barents Sea and north of Svalbard, where the AW layer is close to the
surface or near steep topography, more of the heat reaches the surface and can contribute to direct bottom
melting (Ivanov et al., 2016; Sandø et al., 2014). It has also been suggested that, with further warming of
AW and increase of northward ocean heat transport, the warm AW might reach further into the Arctic
Ocean. This so-called “Atlantification” represents an essential step toward a new Arctic climate state, with a
substantially greater role for Atlantic inflow (Polyakov et al., 2017). As the sea ice becomes thinner, it is more
mobile and less resistant to wind, surface, and tidal currents, facilitating the creation of more open-water
areas. This may lead to a positive feedback. For example, increased input of momentum feeds turbulent
MUILWIJK ET AL.
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Table 1
Summary of the Models Participating in the Experiment in Alphabetical Order
Group

Ocean model

Ice model

Horiz. res.

Domain/grid

Forcing

Alberta

NEMO v3.4

LIM 2

Nominal 0.5◦

Regional/ANHA2

2002–2016 CGRF (Smith et al., 2014)

MPIOM

MPIOM

Nominal 1.5◦

Global/bipolar

Partially coupled, wind from NCEPcfsr (Saha et al., 2010)
1948–2009 CORE-II (Griffies et al., 2012)

AWI-MPI
FESOM

FESOM

FESIM

25km in Arctic

Global/bipolar

IFREMER

NEMO v3.6

LIM 3.5

Nominal 0.25◦

Regional/CREG025

1979–2015 DFS 5.2 (Brodeau et al., 2010)

ITU-MOM

MOM5

SIS

Nominal 1◦

Global/tripolar

1948–2009 CORE-II (Griffies et al., 2012)

JHU

MITgcm

MITgcm

Nominal 1/8◦

Regional

ERA-Interim 1998 repeat year

MIT

MITgcm

MITgcm

36 km

Regional/cubedsphere

1979–2013 JRA-25 (Onogi et al., 2007)

NorESM-O

CICE 4

Nominal 1◦

Global/tripolar

1870–2009 20CR (He et al., 2016)

HiGEM

CICE 4

Nominal 1/3◦

Global/bipolar

Fully coupled

NorESM
Ox-HiGEM

mixing, which again could assist in bringing more AW heat to the surface (Peterson et al., 2017). Therefore,
both the variation of the AW inflow and the local processes in the Barents Sea are important.

3. Experiment Setup for the Ocean-Only Models
In this coordinated study, the models considered have different resolutions, domains (both global and
regional), and different atmospheric forcing (see Table 1). The common factor is that the models are perturbed by adding the exact same anomaly of wind/SLP to the original forcing. These wind anomalies affect
all the forcing fields (and in particular the air-sea heat flux), which depend on the wind when estimated
through a bulk formula. All other modeling choices are the preference of individual groups.
Prior to the sensitivity experiments, the models were run with an unperturbed atmospheric forcing covering a historical period. Several models use the CORE-II forcing (Griffies et al., 2012), but other reanalysis
products are also used (Table 1). The perturbation experiment was then conducted by modifying the forcing
field instantly after the models were “spun up” for a period of time (Marshall et al., 2017). Most perturbed
runs were over the same time period (with the anomalous SLP field added in January 1980), and the difference between simulated fields in the perturbed and the control runs was used to evaluate the models
responses. Exceptions are the Alberta model, which was run for the period 2002–2016 (and then repeated
the 2002–2016 forcing to have a total of 30 model years like the other model runs), and the JHU setup, which
uses repeat-year forcing.
The CRF of a certain diagnostic (e.g., the barotropic stream function, AW volume transport, or sea ice extent)
was calculated as the difference between the perturbed and control simulation. The evaluation of step function anomalies and responses is used to distinguish between linear and nonlinear responses in the climate
system (Gregory et al., 2015). From the CRFs, it is possible to construct the linear response to time history of
the forcing (Marshall et al., 2014). One may calculate the evolution of the variable R(t) by (see, e.g., Marshall
et al., 2014)
t

R(t) =

∫0

CRF(t − t′ )

𝜕F ′ ′
(t )dt ,
𝜕t

(1)

where F is the anomalous forcing (wind anomaly in the present study) and CRF(t) is the time-dependent
response to a unit step change in forcing.
3.1. Description of Models
We analyze monthly mean output from nine different models, five of which are global in extent. Key details
of model configurations are given in Tables 1 and 2. The IFREMER and Alberta groups both use a regional
model based on the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (Madec, 2014), but with different versions and resolution. The IFREMER version is a regional extraction (i.e., the “northfold” discontinuity of
the global grid is removed) of the ORCA025 configuration, and the Alberta group uses a regional extraction of the ORCA05 configuration, both developed jointly by the Drakkar consortium and Mercator-Ocean
(Barnier et al., 2009), encompassing the Arctic and parts of the North Atlantic down to 20◦ S. The Alberta
MUILWIJK ET AL.
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Table 2
Detailed Information About the Participating Models
Group

Vertical

Tracers

Background vertical diffusivity

Runoff

Alberta

z (50)

No

TKE model (Blanke & Delecluse, 1993)

Bamber et al. (2012), Dai and Trenberth (2002), (Dai et al., 2009)

AWI-MPI

z (40)

No

(Pacanowski & Philander, 1981) scheme

Coupled MPI-ESM

FESOM

z (47)

Yes

KPP scheme (Wang et al., 2014)

Dai and Trenberth (2002), Dai et al. (2009)

IFREMER

z (75)

no

TKE model (Blanke & Delecluse, 1993)

Bamber et al. (2012), Dai and Trenberth (2002), Dai et al. (2009)

ITU-MOM

z (50)

Yes

KPP scheme (Dunne et al., 2012)

Dai and Trenberth (2002), Dai et al. (2009)

JHU

z (50)

No

KPP scheme (Wang et al., 2014)

AOMIP

MIT

z (50)

Yes

KPP scheme (Wang et al., 2014)

Dai and Trenberth (2002), Dai et al. (2009)

NorESM

𝜎2 (52)

Yes

TKE model (Fox-Kemper et al., 2008)

Dai and Trenberth (2002), Dai et al. (2009)

Ox-HiGEM

z (40)

No

Hybrid scheme (Shaffrey et al., 2009)

n/a

configuration has 50 geopotential levels in the vertical, and climatological conditions are provided by GLORYS2v3 (Masina et al., 2015). The IFREMER configuration has 75 geopotential levels and uses the initial
conditions from World Ocean Atlas 2009 (Levitus et al., 2009).
The MITgcm is another regional Arctic Ocean simulation (Marshall et al., 1997) with a setup as described in
Marshall et al. (2017). JHU (Stewart & Haine, 2013) is also a regional MITgcm configuration but uses 1998
repeat-year surface forcing and idealized open boundary conditions.
Of the five global models participating, the ocean component of the Norwegian Earth System Model
(Bentsen et al., 2013) from the Bergen working group is the only model that has isopycnic layers (52 in number) in the vertical. For an in-depth analysis of physical mechanisms, a 120-year-long control simulation is
used from NorESM, which is forced by a twentieth century reanalysis product. The setup of this model is
similar to He et al. (2016), and an evaluation of the AW variability was performed by Muilwijk et al. (2018).
The only unstructured-mesh model in the analysis is FESOM Version 1.4 (Wang et al., 2014), a community ocean ice model developed and maintained by the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI). FESOM is a global
multiresolution ocean general circulation model using triangular meshes (Danilov et al., 2004; Wang et al.,
2008). Its sea ice component is also formulated on the same surface triangular meshes (Danilov et al., 2015).
In this study we employed a global setup at a nominal 1◦ horizontal resolution in most parts of the ocean
and 24-km resolution north of 45◦ N. The resolution is refined along the coast and in the equatorial band.
In the vertical, it has 47 z levels with 10-m resolution in the upper 100-m depth. This setup has been used
in several previous studies with a focus on the Arctic Ocean (Wang et al., 2016a, 2016b, 2019).
The AWI-MPI group uses the fully coupled atmosphere-ocean-sea-ice-model MPI-ESM. A detailed description of the ocean component of the model can be found in Jungclaus et al. (2013). Wind anomalies are
applied following the so-called Modini method, a partial coupling approach of Thoma et al. (2015). This
method enables the ocean component of MPI-ESM to be driven by prescribed wind forcing, while maintaining consistency of heat and energy exchanges between the atmosphere and the ocean, and allowing
feedbacks between climate system components.
The ocean component of the ITU-MOM uses the Modular Ocean Model (MOM5) code from Griffies (2012).
MOM5 employs an Arakawa B-grid with nominal 1◦ horizontal grid resolution and bathymetry (refined
meridionally to 1/3 degree at the equator) and a tripolar grid poleward of 65◦ N. The vertical grid has 50
levels, with 22 in the upper 220 m. This grid configuration was also used in the CORE-II intercomparison
experiments (Danabasoglu et al., 2014; Farneti et al., 2015; Griffies et al., 2014). K-Profile (Large et al., 1994)
and GM (Gent & Mcwilliams, 1990) parameterizations are used for vertical and isoneutral mixing, respectively. Further details of the numerical methods and physical parameterizations of the ocean are provided
in Dunne et al. (2012).
Finally, we also analyze results from the Ox-HiGEM group with the fully coupled HiGEM climate model
(Shaffrey et al., 2009). This model is not perturbed using the same approach as the forced simulations, but
instead, multiple linear lagged regression is used to extract the responses to a hypothetical step increase in
the principal components of Greenland Sea Plus (GSP) SLP pattern. This method is described by Kostov
et al. (2017) and in section 3.3.
MUILWIJK ET AL.
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Figure 2. North Atlantic sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies over time. In the middle is the Hurell North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO) index with observed temporal variability. Maps of SLP anomalies for selected years with a strong
positive NAO phase (1–4) are shown above, and selected years with a strong negative NAO phase (5–8) are plotted
below. For comparison, the idealized SLP perturbation anomalies used for the Greenland Sea Plus (GSP) and Greenland
Sea Minus (GSM) experiments are shown on the right. Note the GSP corresponds to anomalously low pressure over the
Greenland Sea (stronger wind forcing) and GSM corresponds to anomalously high pressure (weaker wind forcing).

3.2. Wind Anomalies
The perturbation experiments consist of anomalous low/high SLP in the GS region, hereafter called the
GSP/Greenland Sea Minus (GSM) experiments. GSP results in a stronger mean cyclonic atmospheric circulation, and GSM results in a weaker mean cyclonic atmospheric circulation. The anomalous pressure fields
are shown in Figure 2. The center of the anomalies are located in the Greenland Sea at 70.55◦ N and 6.04◦ W
(Figure 2) and have a magnitude of 4 mbar with a radius of influence of approximately 1,000 km. Compared
to seasonal changes in SLP, reaching 20–30 mbar, the applied anomalies are relatively weak. The anomalous
forcing is of the same order of magnitude as the long-term trends in the Arctic (Marshall et al., 2017), and
comparable locally in the GS to the difference between a NAO neutral year and a strong positive/negative
NAO year (Figure 2). The anomaly is located near the northern center of action of the NAO and is also
termed the Icelandic Low. We use the term GS low from now on.
The center of this anomaly is similar to the first empirical orthogonal function of SLP in Thompson and
Wallace (1998), who described the NAO as a regional manifestation of a hemispheric mode of variability that
they named the Arctic Oscillation. The GS low is likely to be dominant during winter (Hurrell, 1995), and the
anomaly center has shifted northeastward in recent decades (Moore et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2008). Studies
have shown that another center of SLP variability can be found in the Nordic Seas, named the Lofoten Low
(Jahnke-Bornemann & Brümmer, 2009; Moore et al., 2012). Therefore, a perturbation experiment similar to
our GS SLP perturbation was performed using the MIT model with the center of the anomaly shifted toward
the Lofoten Low. Results from this experiment showed that the responses of the AW circulation were very
similar to those in the GS perturbation experiment (not shown). Hence, we conclude that the GS anomaly
is well located for our investigation of responses.
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3.3. CRFs From the Fully Coupled HiGEM Simulation
The Ox-HiGEM CRFs are calculated from the coupled climate model HiGEM. The method, following Kostov
et al. (2017), first identifies a target time series and a forcing time series, the latter of which is thought to
exert some control on the former. The target time series is one of the metrics under investigation and is
deseasonalized; the forcing time series is the regression of deseasonalized SLP variability onto the prescribed
GSP anomaly pattern. The target time series is then considered as a convolution of the forcing time series
with an unknown impulse response function. A solution for the impulse response function is found using
multiple linear least squares regression of the target against the lagged forcing. Thousands of estimates are
obtained for the impulse response function by varying (a) the cutoff lag, between 30 and 35 years; (b) the
part; and (c) the length of the control run of the regression. The mean of these estimates for the impulses
over the first 30 years is taken. Because this technique relies on a linear method, the symmetrical GSP and
GSM forcing anomalies yield symmetrical responses. An estimate of uncertainty is derived from combining,
in quadrature, the standard deviation of all estimates with a measure of the error associated with the fit
between the original target and a convolution of each impulse estimate and the forcing, shown in Figure
S8 in the supporting information. Finally, a step response is obtained by integrating the impulse response
through time lags. The same technique was employed by Johnson et al. (2018) to probe the time-evolving
relationship between Arctic freshwater and atmospheric circulation in HiGEM. This method is only used
for the Ox-HiGEM CRFs.
3.4. Tracer Release
Passive tracers have been released “online” in four of the participating models (FESOM, ITU, MIT, and
NorESM) in order to track the AW transport routes both in the climatology and perturbation experiments.
The usage of “online” passive tracers in ocean circulation models is a useful method to investigate advection
pathways and diffusion of water masses. One can view the tracers as a conservative dye that colors water
particles with a certain concentration. At the release point the tracer concentration is set to 100% for every
integration time step, starting in January 1980. It is then advected and diffused as the water masses circulate
and mix. The passive tracers have been released in three locations along the AW flow (Figure 1): in the
North Atlantic Current at the Svinøy section (63◦ N), in the BSO (70–74◦ N), and in the FS (79◦ N). Tracer
diagnostics are computed as depth-integrated tracer volume for each grid cell.

4. Results
4.1. Circulation of AW in the Nordic Seas and Response to Wind Perturbations
In this section, the circulation of AW in the Nordic Seas and its relationship to the overlying atmospheric
forcing is examined, followed by the responses of the AW flow to the two wind perturbation experiments,
GSP and GSM.
In order to quantify the strength of the AW circulation in the Nordic Seas, an integrated quantity, like a
“gyre index,” is useful. To this end, the spatial pattern of the annual mean sea surface height (SSH) and
the barotropic stream function have been examined using empirical orthogonal function analysis of the
120-year-long NorESM control simulation (Muilwijk et al., 2018). The barotropic stream function is here
defined as
west
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where u and v are the depth-integrated currents in the x and y directions. As previously shown by Aagaard
(1970), Nøst and Isachsen (2003), and Chatterjee et al. (2018), the leading mode features a barotropic cyclonic
circulation in the Nordic Seas. Consequently, the area-average barotropic stream function over the central
Nordic Seas (bounded by 66–76◦ N, 15◦ W to 10◦ E) can be used as an indicator of the strength of the Nordic
Seas gyre circulation. A time series of the monthly mean NorESM barotropic stream function for the period
1880–2009 is shown in Figure S1. This time series shows that the NorESM barotropic circulation has a mean
strength of approximately 6 Sv. Seasonally, it varies with a range of approximately 7 Sv, and interannual
variations are approximately 1–3 Sv. Significant (with 95% confidence) positive correlations (r̄ = 0.7) are
found between the area-averaged barotropic stream function and the wind stress curl in both the Nordic
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Figure 3. Annual mean barotropic stream function computed from each of the models. Negative values denote
cyclonic circulation, and positive values denote anticyclonic circulation. Panels on the left show the control
simulations. Middle panels show anomalies resulting from the Greenland Sea Plus (GSP) experiment (stronger wind
forcing), and right panels show anomalies resulting from the Greenland Sea Minus (GSM) experiment (weaker wind
forcing). All values are averaged over the last 10 years of integration (20–30 years after perturbation).
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Seas and the Subpolar Gyre, and the NAO index (Figure S1c). Throughout the remainder of the text, all
statistical significance has been determined using a Student's t-test.
4.1.1. Mean State
On average, all models have a similar spatial pattern in the Nordic Seas, a cyclonic ocean circulation that is
strongest in the GS and Lofoten Basin (Figure 3). The cyclonic flow starts at the Greenland-Scotland Ridge
and extends all the way north to FS in all models. This is due to a low in the SSH field in the central Nordic
Seas caused by Ekman divergence as presented for NorESM in Figure 5a.
The absolute magnitude of the barotropic stream function generally varies between −8 and −10 Sv in the
Nordic Seas (Figure S1c). An exception is the JHU model where the barotropic stream function is five times
stronger than the other models. This has been investigated further and appears to be connected to strong
deep circulation in the deep parts of the basins. Figure 3 clearly displays differences in the spatial pattern
of the cyclonic flow between the models. Some models have a strong circulation throughout the entire
Nordic Seas, while others are more confined to the smaller basins. Based on Nøst and Isachsen (2003), these
differences are possibly linked to variations in Ekman pumping, the local bathymetry and its discrete representation, and the parameterization of the eddy field based on the actual hydrographic background states.
The latter also results in different geostrophic currents. We will further explore these issues in section 5.1.
In the other Arctic basins the strength of the flow is less consistent between models (Figure 3), which could
indicate different circulation patterns among the models. Further north, most models show a relatively
strong cyclonic circulation in the Eurasian Basin, indicating that most of the AW recirculates here. A part of
the AW continues to circumnavigate the Arctic Basin as a boundary current. As is shown by passive tracers
in section 5.3, models differ by how the AW crosses the Lomonosov Ridge and extends into the Canadian
Basin. The Alberta and ITU-MOM models have relatively strong cyclonic circulation throughout most of the
Arctic Basin. An anticyclonic barotropic stream function is observed in the Beaufort Gyre for the AWI-MPI,
FESOM, ITU-MOM, JHU, MIT, and NorESM models, but its magnitude and spatial pattern vary considerably. In the Beaufort Gyre the cyclonic circulation in the AW layer sits beneath the anticyclonic surface layer,
so differences in the barotropic stream function, which integrates the two, may be a product of different
halocline depths between models (Steiner et al., 2004). In the Beaufort Gyre, differences in the circulation
may also be due to differences in vertical mixing (Zhang & Steele, 2007) or the simulated sea ice cover (not
shown), as explained by the “ice-ocean governor” theory of Meneghello et al. (2018) and Wang et al. (2019).
They argue that when wind blows over the ice, the ice drags the ocean, but when the gyre spins up, the
geostrophic current catches up with the ice, and the surface stress is reduced. To first order, if simulated
sea ice states are different among the models, the momentum transfer from the air to the ocean will also
be different. Due to the lack of ocean current observations in the Arctic Ocean, the real barotropic stream
function is not well known. We can therefore only compare the models with each other.
4.1.2. Response to Perturbations
Stronger cyclonic atmospheric wind forcing in the GSP enhances the Ekman divergence, leading to a deepening of the SSH trough in the Nordic Seas, as is seen for NorESM in the middle panel of Figure 4a. The
perturbation also causes a stronger SSH gradient between the Arctic Basin and the Nordic Seas, which
results in an increased barotropic flow as is seen in the center panels of Figure 3. All models behave consistently in this respect, and the average response is a 50% increase of the average barotropic stream function
in the Nordic Seas. The JHU barotropic response is approximately five times stronger than that for the other
models. All models show a slightly weaker, and in some cases opposite, response in the Eurasian Basin.
We note that a local wind anomaly in the GS sets up a barotropic response extending over the entire Arctic
Ocean, consistent with Peralta-Ferriz et al. (2014), and also upstream into the Subpolar Gyre (Figure S4) for
most models. The weakened cyclonic atmospheric wind forcing in the GSM experiments results in a nearly
identical, but opposite, response. This is consistent with previous analyses based on observations (Curry &
McCartney, 2001) and model simulations (Brauch & Gerdes, 2005).
The spatially averaged barotropic stream function anomalies in the Nordic Seas governed by the GSP and
GSM experiments are shown in Figure 5a. The amplitude of the response varies between 2–4 Sv in the
GSP case and 1–5 Sv in the GSM case. Some asymmetry is seen among the responses, with the strongest
response and largest spread for GSM. It also appears that the variability in the GSM case is larger than
in the GSP case and that the ITU-MOM and IFREMER models do not reach equilibrium after 30 years.
Ox-HiGEM has the weakest response for both cases, but this response increases over time. NorESM has
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Figure 4. Annual mean and mean response for sea ice and SSH) in the NorESM model due to wind forcing. Panels on
the left show the control simulation, middle panels show anomalies resulting from the stronger GSP forcing, and right
panels show anomalies from the weaker Greenland Sea Minus (GSM ) forcing. All values are averaged over the last
10 years of integration (20–30 years after perturbation). (a) SSH, (b) sea ice concentration, (c) sea ice thickness, and
(d) sea ice transport. GSP = Greenland Sea Plus.

the lowest response of the models without an atmosphere, but otherwise, these are relatively similar. The
response began in 1980 for most models, with a typical 2- to 5-year dynamic adjustment time before a new
quasi-equilibrium state was obtained, in qualitative agreement with the findings in He et al. (2016). We find
that the barotropic response to the wind anomalies is immediate and happens in the first month. This is
also why the largest response is seen in the first year. The adjustment time scale is mainly set by dynamical
adjustment of temperature and salinity. For NorESM this is investigated by looking at the depth-evolution of
isopycnal layers (Figure S10). The perturbation results in a slow uplifting of the isopycnals, and the response
in the intermediate and deep layers is therefore delayed by some years. A part of this delayed response might
be advective, but it might also be related to convective mixing. This is discussed further in the upcoming
sections.
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Figure 5. Annual mean Nordic Seas and Barents Sea climate response functions for the Greenland Sea Plus (GSP) and
Greenland Sea Minus (GSM) wind anomalies. (a) Nordic Seas barotropic stream function strength (negative GSP values
indicate stronger cyclonic circulation), (b) Barents Sea Opening inflow volume, and (c) Barents Sea Opening heat
transport. The 4-mbar GSP and GSM forcing is shown in Figure 2, and the Nordic Seas area in Figure 3. The JHU
response in (a) has been divided by 5 to scale with the other models.

4.2. Volume and Heat Transport Through the BSO
Ocean heat transport varies due to changes in both temperature and volume, and its absolute value depends
on the chosen reference temperature (Schauer, 2004). We have chosen 0 ◦ C as a reference temperature for the
inflow. Årthun et al. (2012) and Schauer et al. (2002) showed that 0 ◦ C is a representative value for the cold
waters exiting the Barents Sea to the deep Arctic Basin, and we therefore simplify and refer to this transport
as a heat transport and not a temperature transport. We acknowledge, however, that a physically consistent
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Table 3
Climatological Values Obtained From the Control Simulations of the Different Models
Barotropic

Inflow

Inflow

Sea ice

stream

volume

heat

extent

Sea ice

Net surface
heat flux

function

transport

transport

Barent and

extent NH

Barents and

Group

Nordic Seas (Sv)

BSO (Sv)

BSO (TW)

Kara Seas (1011 m2 )

(1012 m2 )

Kara Seas [TW]

Alberta

−8.0 (0.7)

+4.3 (0.5)

+100.2 (15.8)

+10.0 (1.7)

+10.4 (0.3)

-82.1 (21.7)

AWI-MPI

−8.8 (0.7)

+3.5 (0.3)

+99.2 (8.3)

+11.1 (0.9)

+11.1 (0.2)

-109.0 (13.3)

FESOM

−7.7 (0.8)

+3.4 (0.3)

+68.4 (8.8)

+11.7 (1.1)

+12.9 (0.3)

-82.3 (10.0)

IFREMER

−4.8 (1.1)

+2.8 (0.3)

+53.4 (7.6)

+13.6 (1.1)

+11.5 (0.2)

-71.9 (10.1)
-55.0 (10.1)

ITU-MOM

−7.9 (1.1)

+2.2 (0.4)

+38.9 (8.6)

+13.8 (1.5)

+12.0 (0.4)

JHU

−32.0 (0.0)

+3.6 (0.0)

+67.6 (0.0)

+16.9 (0.0)

+12.3 (0.0)

-32.6 (0.0)

MIT

−5.9 (0.7)

+3.3 (0.4)

+58.8 (11.7)

+13.5 (1.2)

+12.1 (0.3)

-42.0 (13.9)

NorESM

−6.5 (1.0)

+2.9 (0.3)

+51.7 (7.8)

+13.6 (1.0)

+12.0 (0.3)

-73.1 (10.1)

Ox-HiGEM

−7.9 (1.8)

3.4 (0.8)

+93.6 (18.7)

+9.1 (1.3)

+8.7 (0.3)

-254.7 (40.3)

Note. Values represent annual means averaged over the time period 1980–2005, with the exception of the Alberta model, which covers the period 2002–2016,
and the JHU model, which utilizes a 1998 repeat year. We note that observational values also do not cover the exact same time period as the model averages.
The observed value of the net surface heat flux only covers the Barents Sea and not the combined Barents and Kara Seas. Values in parenthesis are the standard
deviations (annual cycle not included).

ocean heat budget independent of reference temperature results only from the heat convergence of a closed
mass budget (Montgomery, 1974; Schauer & Beszczynska-Möller, 2009). To calculate such a closed heat
′ ′
budget for the Barents and Kara Sea region would require calculating the V T terms on very short time
scales at all grid points. This diagnostic was regrettably not available for all the models.
Temperature fluctuations are important for the BSO heat transport, but it is dominated by volume fluctuations (Muilwijk et al., 2018; Smedsrud et al., 2013). The CRFs of the associated heat transports are calculated
relative to 0 ◦ C, and overall, there is consistent CRF response among the models for the eastward volume
and heat transport (Figure 5). There is some interannual variability in the CRFs, and it is still an ongoing
research project to fully understand this, but we believe that this variability is a nonlinear response to the
daily forcing of the models. Volume and heat transport through the BSO in the AWI-MPI model show interannual variability that is much larger than the response to the forcing anomalies. Therefore, the response
cannot be clearly identified. As a consequence, responses further downstream in the Arctic are also obscured
by large variability. The AWI-MPI model results concerning the BSO fluxes and Arctic metrics are therefore
excluded from the following analysis and are shown instead in Figure S9.
In the case of GSP, models show an increased flow of AW into the Barents Sea (Figure 5b). On average, the
GSP response is +0.3 Sv, resulting in an advected heat anomaly of approximately 7 TW. For comparison,
the multimodel mean volume and heat transports are 3.3 Sv and 62 TW, respectively. Thus, GSP results in
roughly 10% increase in the transports. The multimodel mean is slightly elevated compared to observations
indicating 2.3 Sv of total inflow in the BSO (Smedsrud et al., 2013). However, because observations are only
available for AW inflow since 1998, there are substantial uncertainties in variations in the strength and
extent of the Norwegian Coastal Current, and there are no observations available between Bear Island and
Svalbard where models indicate a small net inflow. The simulated multimodel mean heat transport is smaller
than the observation-based estimate of 70 TW (Smedsrud et al., 2013), with only one model exceeding the
observation-based value (Alberta; 100 TW; Table 3). This implies that in most models water flowing east in
the BSO is too cold.
There is a connection between the barotropic circulation anomalies in the Nordic Seas (Figure 5a) and the
BSO volume transport anomalies (Figure 5b). A strong Nordic Seas cyclonic circulation due to GSP, resulting in negative stream function anomalies, occurs simultaneously to a stronger BSO inflow. However, the
BSO transport anomalies are more variable and have a wider spread. Also, one model (FESOM) crosses the
zero line several years after the initial response. There may be several reasons for these large differences
among the models. First, the branching of the North Atlantic Current (between the BSO, FS, and recirculation near the FS) and the connection between the AW flow in the Nordic Seas and the BSO transport appear
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Figure 6. Correlations between key diagnostics from each model. Top, summer (July), and bottom, winter (February).
All time series are detrended, and their means are removed. Boxes containing “n.s.” mean no significant correlation
with a 95% confidence level. Correlations: (1) mean barotropic stream function (Psi) in the Nordic Seas and Barents Sea
Opening (BSO) zonal volume transport, (2) mean barotropic stream function (Psi) in the Nordic Seas and Fram Strait
(FS) northward volume transport (not net), (3) BSO zonal volume transport and BSO zonal heat transport, (4) BSO
zonal heat transport and sea extent in the Barents and Kara Seas, (5) BSO zonal heat transport and sea volume in the
Barents and Kara Seas, and (6) BSO zonal volume transport and FS northward volume transport. The JHU model is not
included because it uses a repeat-year forcing and does not have realistic interannual variability.

to differ greatly between the models. Second, this connection is not steady in time and appears to vary seasonally. Figure 6 shows correlation values for summer (Figure 6a) and winter (Figure 6b) between different
time series for all the model control simulations. Most models have a high correlation between the strength
of the barotropic circulation in the Nordic Seas and the volume transport through the BSO (Figure 6). The
Alberta model is an exception with no correlation during summer. During winter, however, the correlation
is high also for the Alberta model, and higher for all models than during summer, meaning that the relationship between the barotropic circulation in the Nordic Seas and the BSO volume transport is generally
stronger during winter. The correlation values between the barotropic circulation in the Nordic Seas and the
FS volume transport are generally low, and much lower than for the BSO (Figure 6). During winter, these
values are also slightly higher, and the Nordic Seas circulation in NorESM has a relatively high correlation
with the FS volume transport (r = 0.60). Overall, the relationship between the barotropic stream function
and the BSO volume transport is stronger than the relationship between the barotropic stream function and
the FS volume transport. Most models show no significant correlation between the northeastward BSO volume transport and the northward FS volume transport. Exceptions are FESOM, which has a correlation of
r = 0.45 during summer, and ITU, which has a correlation of r = 0.41 during winter.
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The BSO transport responses to GSM are larger than to GSP (Figures 5 b and 5c), with even greater differences than the Nordic Seas barotropic stream function (Figure 5a). One possible explanation is that in GSM,
the Nordic Sea gyre weakens but also contracts, while for GSP it only strengthens but cannot expand. The
volume and heat transport anomalies resulting from GSM vary between 0.3 and 1.2 Sv and between 4 and
30 TW, respectively, a reduction of 7–50%. The adjustment time scale of the CRFs in the BSO is also approximately 2 to 3 years, but with substantial response the first year. We believe that the adjustment time scale
in the BSO follows directly from the adjustment of the Nordic Seas barotropic circulation. The barotropic
response time is days to weeks, but the baroclinic response also has to be taken into account. The baroclinic response time is likely slower due to advection of temperature and salinity anomalies that result from
circulation changes.
The wind forcing in the GS is not the only forcing mechanism driving variations in the inflow at the BSO.
The inflow is primarily driven by the strength of the local westerly winds following the coastline of northern
Norway, which in turn sets up an Ekman transport toward the coast (Furevik, 2001; Ingvaldsen, 2004; Lien
et al., 2017; Muilwijk et al., 2018; Sandø et al., 2010). These local wind patterns may or may not correlate
with the NAO pattern, and thus the GS wind stress and barotropic stream function in the Nordic Seas.
For example, Zhang et al. (1998) and Lien et al. (2017) showed that in recent decades with strong positive
NAO index, the BSO AW inflow was strong and had an anomalous eastward extent, but Muilwijk et al.
(2018) showed that this relationship is not stationary over long time scales. For the long NorESM control
simulation, there is on average a relatively high correlation (r = 0.5 − 0.8) between the strength of the
barotropic circulation in the Nordic Seas and BSO inflow volume transport, but there are also periods when
this relationship completely breaks down, for instance between 1930 and 1950 (Figure S1).
We note that AW exits the Nordic Seas through both the BSO and FS; however, we focus on the BSO and the
northeastward flow through the Barents Sea. The dynamics in FS are more complex, with both a northward
AW flow in the West Spitsbergen Current, and a southward flow in the East Greenland Current on the western side. Although there is a clear connection between the flow through FS and the circulation in the Nordic
Seas (Nøst & Isachsen, 2003), the responses in both inflow and outflow due to the GSP and GSM experiments are less consistent across the models. We believe this is in part because the balance between the BSO
AW-branch, the FS AW-branch, and the FS outflow is different across the suite of models we investigated.
The FS is also a region with recirculation (Hattermann et al., 2016; Wekerle et al., 2017), and the volume
transport varies a lot depending on where the sections are defined (Marnela et al., 2013). Here the models
are likely to be different, and the response in recirculation due to GSP and GSM can also differ. Additional
complications in the FS are the strong northerly winds, especially during winter, and the steep topography,
possibly resulting in large differences in eddy activity depending on model resolution. The complexities of
FS demand further investigation using higher-resolution models. However, we discuss the role of the FS
branch briefly in section 5.
Although there are some differences among the models, there is a clear relationship between the GS wind
stress, the circulation of AW in the Nordic Seas, and the volume transport through the BSO. We find that
there is a linear relationship between volume transport anomalies and heat transport anomalies for all
models which will be discussed in more detail in the following section.
4.3. Sea Ice Response
The sea ice responses in the NH, and in the combined Barents and Kara Seas, are consistent across the
models for the GSP and GSM experiments (Figures 7a and 7b). With an increased GSP wind stress and
increased BSO heat transport, all models show a significant reduction of sea ice extent in the Barents and
Kara Seas. On average, the annual mean reduction is 50,000 km2 , approximately 5% of the simulated annual
mean in the Barents and Kara Sea region. The spatial pattern of sea ice anomalies (Figures 4b and 4c) shows
that the response of sea ice area and thickness is confined to the Barents and Kara Seas, North of Svalbard,
and the ice edge in the GS, all regions near the AW inflow. Figure 4 shows the NorESM model, but other
models behave similarly. As is discussed in the upcoming sections, the response of sea ice in the Barents
and Kara Seas occurs mainly during winter. As for the other CRFs, the response of the sea ice cover is also
asymmetric between the GSP and GSM cases (Figures 7a and 7b). Due to the reduced GSM wind stress and
ocean heat transport through the BSO, all models experience an increase of sea ice extent in the Barents and
Kara seas, which is more than double the GSP reduction. The increase in sea ice extent varies from 30,000 to
150,000 km2 , an increase of 3–13%. In general, the sea ice response from the fully coupled Ox-HiGEM model
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Figure 7. Annual mean climate response functions for sea ice and heat loss. (a) Sea ice extent in the Barents and Kara
Seas region, (b) Northern Hemisphere sea ice extent, and (c) spatially integrated net surface heat flux in the Barents
and Kara Seas region. The 4-mbar Greenland Sea Plus (GSP) and Greenland Sea Minus (GSM) forcing is shown in
Figure 2, and the Barents and Kara Seas area in Figure 1.

is larger than for other models. We believe this is due to the ocean-atmosphere feedback mechanisms related
to the surface heat fluxes, which are not captured in the forced simulations. These feedback mechanisms are
discussed at the end of the section 4.4. Here it is also important to remember that the Ox-HiGEM responses
are symmetric by construction, because we assume linearity. The sea ice extent response in the whole NH
is significantly larger than in the Barents and Kara Seas region, mainly due to the large response in the
GS (Figure 4). The NH multimodel mean sea ice extent response is approximately 13% for both the GSP
and GSM.
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Figure 8. Annual mean values from the climate response functions of Barents and Kara Sea transport, sea ice and heat
flux anomalies plotted against each other: (a) heat transport through the Barents Sea Opening (BSO) as a function of
volume transport; (b) sea ice extent as a function of BSO heat transport; and (c) integrated net surface heat flux over the
Barents and Kara Seas as a function of BSO heat transport. GSP = Greenland Sea Plus; GSM = Greenland Sea Minus.

We find a linear relationship between volume transport anomalies and heat transport anomalies for all models (Figure 8a). There is also a near linear relationship between the advected BSO heat transport anomalies
and Barents and Kara sea ice extent anomalies (Figure 8b). Because a larger heat transport leads to less ice,
the correlation is negative. On average, a 10-TW heat transport anomaly will result in a change of 50.000 km2
sea ice area. The direct influence of AW heat anomalies on Barents sea ice has previously been suggested
and was estimated by Årthun et al. (2012) to be 70.000 km2 per 10 TW. An effect of AW heat anomalies has
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also been suggested for the area north of Svalbard by Onarheim et al. (2014), and here the sea ice is observed
to melt effectively if advected over warm AW in the surface layer (Peterson et al., 2017). The AW heat can
thus reduce the sea ice cover through direct bottom melt (Sandø et al., 2014) and the reduction of sea ice
growth during winter. The latter has been suggested to be the most important in the Barents Sea, and this
is why the influence of AW is mainly a winter signal (Onarheim et al., 2018). Another recent study by Barton et al. (2018) showed that since 2005, the winter sea ice edge in the Barents Sea has been restrained by
an increase in temperature gradient across the Polar Front, which is a potential vorticity constrained shelf
slope current in the eastern Barents Sea. This change may be driven by an increase in AW temperature (Barton et al., 2018). During summer, the Barents Sea is mainly ice free, and therefore, the influence of AW is
much smaller.
Changes in sea ice cover involve a complex interplay between atmospheric and ocean forcing. During winter,
the ocean often plays a more important role because of the cold air temperatures and lack of solar radiation, but untangling these two driving forces is complicated. In our study, the atmospheric variability in the
Barents Sea region is not altered, and only the remote winds are perturbed, which results in an increased
ocean heat transport here. We therefore know that the changes in sea ice must largely be related to changes
in ocean heat transport. Another possible explanation for altered sea ice cover is changes in sea ice advection. Change in sea ice transport due to GSP and GSM wind anomalies is shown for NorESM in Figure 4d.
Response is small in the Barents Sea, but the climatic mean FS sea ice southward export is increased by ∼10%
due to GSP and decreases similarly for GSM. The downstream GS ice cover increases with GSM for both
sea ice thickness (Figure 4c) and extent (Figure 4b) and decreases for GSP, suggesting that the strong GSP
winds also bring more AW to the northern GS and melt ice there. It is possible that ice transport anomalies
in the Northern Barents Sea explain a part of the sea ice extent anomalies in the Barents and Kara Seas.
Although the response of the sea ice cover is generally consistent across the suite of models, there is some
spread in the CRFs, and we believe that this is partly linked to spread in the heat transport CRFs and partly
due to differences in the mean sea ice state of the models. For example, models that already have a large
sea ice cover experience a small GSM response, and models with a small sea ice cover experience a large
increase during GSM. The mean sea ice extent for each of the models is given in the supporting information.
NorESM, FESOM, and JHU are the models with smallest GSM response (Figure 7a) and have the largest
ice cover in the control simulations. We anticipate a southern maximum limit set by radiative fluxes for the
sea ice edge in the Barents and Kara Seas, even with a strongly reduced ocean heat transport. Other models
have less ice in their control simulation and therefore grow more ice before they reach the same limit. The
forcing of the Alberta model covers a later time period than all other models and therefore has a warmer
climatic mean state, and a reduced sea ice cover in comparison to the other models. This might explain why
it also has the strongest response during the GSM experiments.
Because the AW influence on sea ice cover in the Barents Sea is mainly a winter signal, we need to ensure that
the models have a realistic seasonal cycle. We have therefore compared the variability in the different control
simulations to satellite observations. Figure S3 presents a Taylor diagram of the model's seasonal cycle (a)
and interannual variability (b), for the time period 1980–2010 in comparison to satellite observations from
the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC; Cavalieri et al., 1996). All models simulate the seasonal cycle
well, with correlations higher than r = 0.97, but with relatively large differences in standard deviation. There
is a relatively large difference between the observed and simulated interannual variability. The ITU-MOM,
IFREMER, and FESOM models are closest to the NSIDC variability with correlation coefficients higher than
0.8. The ITU-MOM and FESOM models share the same forcing data set and are therefore expected to have
similar variability.
The third from bottom and second from bottom rows of Figure 6 represent the correlation values over the
control simulation between the heat transport through the BSO and the sea ice extent and volume in the
Barents and Kara Seas. As expected, in summer the correlation values are low. During summer, most of
the area is ice free, and the relatively warm atmosphere and incoming solar radiation appear to control the
remaining interannual variability. During winter, however, the atmosphere is generally cold; there is no
melting due to solar radiation, and hence, we expect the ocean to play a more important role. Indeed, winter
correlation values are generally high for all models. There is, for example, a significant correlation (with
a significance level of 95%) between BSO heat transport and sea ice extent, with values ranging between
r = 0.37 and r = 0.61. NorESM has the highest correlation (r = 0.61), followed by MIT (r = 0.57). The
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IFREMER model has the lowest correlation (r = 0.37) between BSO heat transport and sea ice extent. For
most models, with an exception of ITU-MOM, the correlation is higher with sea ice extent than with sea ice
volume.
4.4. Air-Ocean Heat Exchange in the Barents Sea
The Barents Sea occupies only 10% of the Arctic Ocean, and the mean depth is 230 m, creating favorable
conditions for cooling of the inflowing AW. In wintertime, when the incoming solar radiation is negligible,
this heat loss from the ocean increases, but sea ice also limits this ocean heat loss. Figure 9 displays the
annual mean net ocean-atmosphere surface heat flux (averaged over the last 10 years of simulation for all
models) and the response due to GSP and GSM. Negative values represent a cooling of the ocean. In general,
the mean values are negative in the Nordic Seas and the Barents Sea, with the largest fluxes found along the
pathway of the North Atlantic Current. As expected, the surface heat fluxes in the Barents and Kara Seas
are highly dependent on the sea ice cover. The average values for the integrated surface heat fluxes and sea
ice area in the Barents and Kara seas for the control simulations of the different models are given in Table 3.
While the JHU and MIT models have relatively low surface heat flux in the Barents Sea, most models are
close to the estimated 76 TW for this region (Table 3; Smedsrud et al., 2013). The fully coupled Ox-HiGEM
model has three times the net surface heat flux. Models with a small ice cover, such as Alberta and FESOM,
generally lose more heat than models with a larger ice cover. For the majority of models the heat loss is
largest toward the north, where the atmosphere is colder and cold-air outbreaks occur. A prominent feature
in most models is also large heat loss in the West Spitsbergen Current and near the sea ice edge in the
GS. In the FESOM, IFREMER, JHU, and NorESM models there is an annual mean surface heating in the
Norwegian and Iceland Seas, a feature that is not prominent in the Alberta, ITU-MOM, and MIT models.
Center and right panels in Figure 9 show a consistent response in surface heat fluxes due to GSP and GSM
across the suite of models. The stronger atmospheric GSP forcing causes increased northward ocean heat
transport, increased heat loss from the Barents Sea, west of Svalbard, and near the sea ice edge in the GS.
Due to the faster GSP circulation, less heat is lost in the Norwegian and Iceland Seas, and warmer anomalies
reach further north and increase heat loss there. The opposite is true for decreased GSM atmospheric forcing.
The response in the Barents Sea is mainly confined to the northern Barents Sea and linked to the retreat of
the winter sea ice edge. On an annual basis this region has more open water and therefore loses more heat.
The CRFs of the integrated surface heat fluxes over the Barents and Kara Sea are presented in Figure 7c.
The multimodel mean response is approximately 10 W/m2 for GSP and 20 W/m2 for GSM, approximately
15–30% relative to the control annual mean. The time scale of this response is slightly longer than for the
BSO fluxes and sea ice, approximately 10 years. Again, we believe the spread for GSM is mainly connected to
the differences in sea ice state. Models with a large mean sea ice cover tend to have a larger response in sea
ice during GSP and open up a large area of open water resulting in a large response in surface heat fluxes.
The opposite is true for the GSM case. Heat transport anomalies through the BSO may warm the Barents and
Kara Seas, enter the deep Arctic basins, or be lost to the atmosphere. A scatter plot of the surface heat flux
anomalies versus the ocean heat transport anomalies is shown in Figure 8c. Although the spread between
models is slightly bigger than for Figures 7a and 7b, the scatter plot indicates a near linear relationship
between the ocean heat transport anomalies and the surface heat flux anomalies. Direct comparison of the
surface heat flux anomaly with the ocean heat transport anomaly is difficult since we do not have a closed
heat budget. Figure 8c suggests that a large portion of the advected heat anomalies are lost to the atmosphere
in the Barents and Kara Sea region. This is mainly because the positive AW heat anomalies prevent formation
of sea ice increasing the open-water area, cooling the AW more efficiently. Årthun et al. (2012) showed that
the BSO inflow heat transport carries 79% of the annual variance in the net advective heat convergence in
the Barents Sea, and 94% if monthly values are considered. The variabilities of the heat convergence and the
inflow are thus closely related, and the temperature variability in the water exiting the Barents Sea is small.
This supports the theory that most heat anomalies are not advected into the deep Arctic basins but are either
completely lost to the atmosphere or change the heat content locally. This is discussed further in section 5.2.
Several positive feedback loops in the coupled Barents Sea ocean-ice-atmosphere system are possible (Smedsrud et al., 2013). For example, increased surface heat loss from the ocean to the atmosphere, resulting from
anomalous ocean heat transport, has been proposed to reinforce the ocean heat transport (Ikeda, 1990; Ikeda
et al., 2001; Smedsrud et al., 2013). The increased surface heat loss would lead to a reduction in SLP, and
hence, the resulting cyclonic atmospheric circulation anomaly would produce stronger westerly winds over
the BSO. Smedsrud et al. (2013) also hypothesized another positive “ocean-feedback” mechanism, where the
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Figure 9. Surface heat flux from the different models. Negative values denote heat loss from the ocean to the
atmosphere. Panels on the left show the control simulations, middle panels show Greenland Sea Plus (GSP) anomalies
(stronger wind forcing), and right panels show Greenland Sea Minus (GSM) anomalies (weaker wind forcing). All
values are averaged over the last 10 years of integration (20–30 years after perturbation).

increased ocean heat loss results in more dense water formation in the Barents Sea and a stronger outflow
in the northern Barents Sea, which has to be compensated by a stronger inflow of AW through the BSO.
The models included in Figures 8c and 7c do not include the possibility for any ocean-atmosphere feedback
mechanisms, so we believe that the relationship and the response shown there might be different in a fully
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Figure 10. Historical low-pass filtered sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies in the central Greenland Sea from
ERA-Interim reanalysis (WGS in equation (4)). (b) Analytical fit (green curves) of the multimodel barotropic stream
function climate response function (CRF; C, equation (3)), and anomalous strength of the barotropic stream function,
BTSNS , predicted by the CRFs (equation (4); blue curve) and directly simulated by the models (red curve). Note that
the green curve has a different scale compared to the red and blue curves and that this is per mb. (c) Analytical fit
(green curves) of the multimodel Barents Sea Opening (BSO) volume transport CRF, and anomalous BSO volume
transport, VTBSO , predicted by the CRFs (blue curve) and directly simulated by the models (red curve). (d) Analytical
fit (green curves) of the multimodel Barents and Kara Seas sea ice extent CRF, and anomalous Barents and Kara Seas
sea ice extent, SIBK : observed from National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC; dark green curve), predicted by the
CRFs (blue curve) and directly simulated by the models (red curve). Green values denote the correlation between the
predicted and the observed time series, and red values denote the correlation values between the predicted and
simulated sea ice extent. All time series are detrended. The blue dotted line represents a hypothetical prediction if we
assume the CRF has an amplitude three times larger than the multimodel mean.

coupled system. In our simulations, while sea ice cover responds to the changing ocean conditions, the reanalyzed atmospheric forcing remains unaltered and is based on the prescribed sea ice cover of the reanalysis
product. Air temperatures over ice covered regions are indeed lower than over open ocean. For new open
water regions, these cold temperatures over regions that used to be ice covered will probably be too cold.
This is an uncertainty because we only simulate a part of the naturally occurring coupling. For example, the
sea ice response to increased AW heat input could be a low-end estimate because of strong heat loss where
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the atmosphere is too cold. The Ox-HiGEM CRFs are calculated from multiple linear lagged regression in
a coupled model control run and, as such, partly incorporate atmospheric feedbacks related to surface heat
fluxes. This may explain the stronger Ox-HiGEM sea-ice response.
The negative correlation between BSO ocean heat transport and sea ice extent suggests that ocean variability is an important driver of sea ice variability. The increased ocean heat transport from the GSP anomalies
results in a smaller sea ice cover in the Barents and Kara Seas. The larger open water area hence results
in increased ocean-to-atmosphere heat fluxes in all models. Similar dependence was found from direct
observations by Ivanov et al. (2003) and Smedsrud et al. (2013).
4.5. Convolution of the CRFs and Potential for Prediction
Having described the response resulting from anomalous SLP in the GS and the form of some key CRFs, we
now use this to compute the response to a historical time series of SLP anomalies in the GS (Figure 10a).
These “hindcasts” are then compared to calculations from the different models and observations. This comparison gives a sanity check on the utility of the CRFs and can provide us with information on how much of
the simulated (or observed) variability can be explained by the GS SLP anomalies. The methodology follows
the same procedure as described in Marshall et al. (2017). Here, the focus will be on the relationship between
the GS SLP anomalies and the CRFs of the barotropic stream function in the Nordic Seas (Figure 5a), BSO
volume transport (Figure 5b), and sea ice extent in the Barents and Kara Seas (Figure 7a).
We define C (units Sv/mbar) as the response function per unit forcing of the mean barotropic stream function
̂ NS (units Sv) is the amplitude of the resulting change in the barotropic stream
strength in the Nordic Seas. BTS
function induced by pressure anomalies over the GS. We fit an analytical expression to the multimodel mean
CRFs shown in Figure 5a and assume that the responses to GSP and GSM are roughly equal of magnitude
but of opposite sign. All calculations have also been performed with the CRFs of the individual models (not
shown), but since we did not find notably different results, we have chosen to only present the fit based on
the multimodel mean. The following analytical expression broadly captures the form of C:
̂ NS (1 − exp(−𝛾t)),
C × Wstep = BTS

(3)

where the scaling factor Wstep is the magnitude of the step function in forcing (4 mbar in our case). The
time scale of response is very short, as described earlier. An analytical fit based on Figure 5a suggests that
̂ NS = 2.5 Sv (green lines in Figure 10b).
𝛾 = 12 y−1 (i.e., an e-folding response time of 2 years) with BTS
Following equation (1), we may now write
t

BTSNS (t) =

∫0

C(t − t′ )

𝜕WGS ′ ′
(t )dt ,
𝜕t

(4)

where WGS (units mbar) is a time series of historical pressure anomalies over the GS, as shown in Figure 10a
from the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011). We have also tested other reanalysis products, but the
results are not sensitive to the product being used. The solution of equation (4) gives us an estimate of
the barotropic stream function solely based on GS SLP anomalies and our analytical CRF and is presented
in Figure 10b. Unfortunately, there are no observations of the Nordic Seas barotropic circulation strength
with which to compare, but comparison with the multimodel mean from the control simulations gives high
correlations (r = 0.7). These results lend strong support to a close relationship between anomalous SLP in
the GS and the barotropic circulation in the Nordic Seas. The success of the convolution in reconstructing the
variability in the strength of the Nordic Seas barotropic circulation suggests that almost all of the variability
in this circulation is driven by the imposed wind pattern, we have imposed, and that the relationship is
relatively linear.
A similar exercise can be repeated for the BSO volume transport, which we will define as VTBSO . As explained
above, we can fit an analytical expression similar to equation (3) to the multimodel CRFs shown in Figure 5b.
The green curves in Figure 10c represent the fitted analytical response function C (units Sv/mbar) for the
̂ BSO = 0.5 Sv. The blue curve in Figure 10c shows the solution
BSO volume transport with 𝛾 = 12 y−1 and VT
of the convolution (as equation (4)) for the BSO volume transport CRF. The estimated volume transport
compares well with the simulated multimodel mean, and their correlations are relatively high (r = 0.58). The
skill on this estimate is somewhat lower than for the barotropic stream function in the Nordic Seas, but this
is expected because we are further away from the perturbation location and also expect other mechanisms
to influence the variations in the BSO volume transport. For example, the local wind direction in the BSO is
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likely to be important (Muilwijk et al., 2018). Also, the models we use differ in how well correlated the BSO
volume transport is with the Nordic Seas barotropic circulation, and hence with the winds in this region.
This will be further discussed in section 5.2. In general, we conclude that there is also a relatively close
relationship between anomalous SLP in the GS and the volume transport through the BSO.
Finally, we investigate the convolutions of CRFs from sea ice extent in the Barents and Kara Seas, which we
define as SIBK . A multimodel analytical fit of the CRFs presented in Figure 7a is shown in green in Figure 10d.
Again, the analytical fit, C (units m2 /mbar), may be expressed like equation (3), now with the coefficients
̂ BK = 0.8 · 1011 m2 . For sea ice extent in the Barents and Kara Seas a good observational
𝛾 = 12 y−1 and SI
record can be obtained from NSIDC passive microwave satellite data (Cavalieri et al., 1996). In Figure 10d,
the observed sea ice extent anomalies in the Barents and Kara Seas region are compared with the simulated multimodel mean sea ice extent anomalies, and with the prediction based on the convolution of the
analytical CRF and the GS SLP time series (similar to equation (4)). First we would like to point out that
although the multimodel mean anomalies are somewhat smaller than the observed anomalies, the correlation between these two time series is high (r = 0.84, not shown). The correlation of the time series from
individual models with the observed sea ice data was discussed in section 4.3 and can also be seen in the Taylor diagram in Figure S3. Because these are simulations with a forced “realistic” atmosphere, it is expected
that they simulate the sea ice variability quite well (Ilicak et al., 2016). The estimated sea ice variability based
on the analytical CRF and the GS SLP anomalies is shown in blue in Figure 10d. Its correlation with the
observed sea ice anomalies is r = 0.45, and the correlation with the simulated multimodel mean anomalies
is r = 0.43, thus much smaller than for the barotropic flow or the BSO volume transport. Also, the amplitude
of the anomalies from the convolution time series is smaller than what is observed and simulated.
The limited success of the reconstructed sea ice variability based on GS SLP anomalies is not unexpected.
First, as discussed in section 4.3, there may be several nonlinear responses and feedback mechanisms that
are not captured in our CRFs due to the nature of our forced simulations. Hence, we hypothesize that
our sea ice response is underestimated (an argument supported by the CRF results from the fully coupled
̂ BK = 0.8·1011 m2 , the
Ox-HiGEM simulation). If our CRFs were to reach an equilibrium that is larger than SI
estimate would slightly improve. This is illustrated by the dotted blue line in Figure 10d, which shows the
convolution based on a hypothetical CRF with an amplitude three times larger than the multimodel mean
CRF, and slightly larger than the Ox-HiGEM CRF in Figure 7a. Second, and most importantly, although we
do observe a clear linear response in the Barents and Kara Seas sea ice cover following the GS SLP anomalies (Figure 8), there may be other atmospheric and oceanic remote effects that have a potential impact but
are not captured in our CRF convolution (Nakanowatari et al., 2014). For example, Onarheim et al. (2015)
presented a framework for skillful prediction of sea ice in the Barents Sea based on ocean heat transport,
but ocean heat transport is affected by both temperature and volume transport anomalies. Advected temperature anomalies from the south also influence the ocean heat transport into the Barents and Kara Seas
(Årthun et al., 2017; Muilwijk et al., 2018). In our CRF experiment we mainly perturb the volume transport.
Hence, we conclude that our CRFs provide a good potential for prediction on relatively short time scales
(2 years) of the Nordic Seas barotropic circulation and the BSO volume transport, but not for sea ice extent.
The convolutions allow us to produce an estimate of the variability in Nordic Seas circulation directly from
knowledge of the winds, without running a model. They also underpin the utility of our perturbation experiments and the value of computing CRFs. Further investigation of the convolution procedure is a current
research focus, and this method will likely be refined in future work.

5. Discussion
5.1. Ekman Pumping and the Resulting Circulation
The barotropic circulation results presented in Figure 3 are in accordance with Isachsen et al. (2003), who
presented a lowest order theory of the temporal variability for circulation in the Nordic Seas, and related it to
Ekman-dynamics. Isachsen et al. (2003) found that anomalous Ekman convergence contributes to a spin-up
(or spin-down) of the gyres within regions enclosed by contours of constant f∕H, where f is the Coriolis
parameter and H is the water depth. In this barotropic model, gyres will spin up cyclonically for cyclonic
wind stress anomalies and vice versa. The barotropic response we see from our GSP and GSM experiments is
also bounded by f∕H contours (not shown) and thus consistent with the simple model of Nøst and Isachsen
(2003). However, cyclonic wind stress is likely not the only explanation for the mean cyclonic gyre circulation
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in the Nordic Seas because baroclinic pressure terms will eventually balance the surface Ekman pumping
(Nøst & Isachsen, 2003). The cyclonic circulation in the Nordic Seas and the narrow cyclonic AW boundary
current in the Arctic Basin is likely also partially explained by eddy-topography interaction, or the so-called
“Neptune effect” (Holloway, 1987).
From Figure 3 we see that there are relatively large differences across the suite of models in regard to the
strength and spatial patterns of barotropic circulation. The barotropic circulation is mainly wind driven, and
hence dependent on surface stress and Ekman pumping. Nøst and Isachsen (2003) simulated the barotropic
circulation in the Arctic Ocean by using the Ekman Pumping and the hydrographic forcing resulting from
the geostrophic shear as “forcing terms.” The Ekman Pumping velocity (Wek ) can be calculated from the
surface stress (𝜏 s ) and is given as
Wek = ∇ ×

𝜏s
.
𝜌0 𝑓

(5)

The hydrographic forcing resulting from geostrophic shear (Wg ) can be calculated from the density field and
is given as
Wg = −Vs · ∇𝑓 ∕𝑓 ,

(6)

where
0

Vs =

1
k×
(∇p − ∇p|z=−H )dz.
∫−H
𝜌0 𝑓

(7)

Here Vs is the geostrophic shear, p the hydrostatic pressure, f the Coriolis parameter, H the water depth, and
𝜌0 a reference density of 1,027.8 kg/m3 . Based on their results we explore whether major model differences
in the barotropic circulation in the Nordic Seas are a result of either differences in Wek or differences in Wg ,
the latter being mainly dependent on the mean hydrography. Differences in the resolution dependent representation of bottom topography in the models may also influence the barotropic circulation. The topography
might be especially important for the division of the North Atlantic Current into the BSO or FS branches.
Figure 11 shows maps of the annual mean strength of Wek in the control simulations. In general, most models share similar Ekman pumping behavior, but regional differences are visible, particularly in the Barents
Sea region. The strongest upwelling is found in the Irminger Basin, Iceland Sea, and southern part of the
GS. The strong Ekman pumping in the Irminger Basin is related to the Greenland tip-jet. Nearly all models
experience a modest upwelling in the Norwegian Sea and GS, with a minimum in the center of the Basin.
NorESM shows relatively large upward Ekman velocities in the GS and Lofoten Basin but also downward
Ekman velocities in the central Norwegian Sea. This downwelling is related to the position of the climatological atmospheric low-pressure center in NorESM. While most models experience one large low-pressure
system over the Nordic Seas in their long-term mean, NorESM experiences a SLP structure (not shown) with
a second low-pressure center centralized over the Lofoten Basin and one low-pressure center over Iceland.
Both these centers create Ekman divergences and upwelling, but where they meet in the central Norwegian Sea, they create a convergence zone and downwelling. The wave-like structure in Ekman pumping in
NorESM is a result of the topography of Greenland and Iceland. ITU-MOM has the largest regions with
strong upwelling in the GS and Irminger Basin.
Relatively strong coastal downwelling is found east of Greenland and Svalbard and is strongest for the
FESOM model. All models also experience general downwelling in the Canadian Basin, this is strongest
in the JHU model. The values noted in Figure 11 represent long-term average values of the mean Ekman
pumping strength for the central Nordic Seas region, and also the mean strength of the Ekman pumping
anomalies due to GSP and GSM. From these values we observe that there are relatively large variations in
the mean Ekman pumping strength in this region. Spatial maps of Wek anomalies due to the GS experiments
are shown in Figure S11.
There is no clear link between the average strength of Ekman Pumping (values noted on Figure 11) and
average strength of the barotropic stream function in the same region (Table 3). From the models with
relatively low Ekman pumping strength (Alberta, IFREMER, and MIT), only IFREMER and MIT have a
relatively weak barotropic circulation. NorESM is another model with relatively weak barotropic circulation, but NorESM has relatively strong Ekman pumping. All models have relatively similar Ekman pumping
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Figure 11. (a–g) Map of the annual mean Ekman pumping (∇ × 𝜏 s ∕𝜌0 f) field computed from the model control
simulations. Positive values denote upward velocities. Values in the upper left represent the long-term mean (and
anomalies due to Greenland Sea Plus [GSP] and Greenland Sea Minus [GSM]) Ekman pumping averaged over the
Nordic Seas region (green box Figure 3). Values are given in 10−7 m/s. (h) Map of the annual mean “hydrographic
forcing” (given by the geostrophic shear, −Vs · ∇f∕f) computed from the NorESM control simulation. All values are
averaged over model years 20–25. Black lines show f∕H contours. Maps of the spatial anomalies due to GSP and GSM
are given in the Supporting Information (Figure S11).

anomalies in response to the GSP and GSM forcings (Figures 11 and S11). NorESM, however, has relatively
weak anomalies, and this might explain the relatively weak response for the barotropic stream function
(Figure 5a). Based on these results, we hypothesize that differences in the mean (and anomalous) barotropic
circulation may partially be explained by spatial differences in the Ekman pumping, possibly related to differences in sea ice cover. Differences in Ekman pumping (Figure 10) may also result from differences in
model resolution or differences in the bulk formula, which may impact the barotropic circulation.
Another possible explanation for differences in the barotropic circulation may be differences in mean state
hydrography (Nøst & Isachsen, 2003). Differences in hydrography will be manifested in differences in
geostrophic currents as a result of equation (7)). The spatial hydrographic forcing from the geostrophic shear
(equation (7)) has only been calculated for the NorESM model and is presented in Figure 11h. On average,
this forcing results in a much smaller contribution compared to the Ekman pumping contribution. However,
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where f∕H contours are close to each other, the geostrophic shear is relatively large. The GS is such a region
with relatively large topographic changes. Differences in mean state hydrography here will likely result in
different geostrophic shear in this region, which will in turn affect the barotropic circulation. As is shown
in section 5.2, the models have substantial differences in hydrography in this region, making this a plausible partial explanation for the differences in barotropic circulation. The GS is also a region with convective
mixing resulting in colder and fresher waters at intermediate depth. Differences in convective mixing in the
models may thus also affect the mean state hydrography here, and hence the circulation.
5.2. Fate of the AW Heat Distribution and Its Dependence on the Wind
Local increase and decrease in wind stress affects the barotropic circulation strength in the Nordic Seas and
the northward heat transport through the Barents Sea (Figure 5). But how far into the Arctic Ocean basins
does this anomaly propagate? The GS wind likely also affects the division of the North Atlantic Current
between the BSO and FS and, as is described in further detail in section 5.3, it also affects the AW pathways
inside the Arctic Basin. The fate of the ocean heat carried by the FS and BSO branches is substantially
different. The BSO branch releases a vast amount of heat to the atmosphere in the Barents Sea (Figure 7c),
resulting in a strong local cooling of the AW and relatively cold outflow through the St. Anna Trough into
the Arctic Basin. Where the FS branch meets the sea ice edge north of Svalbard, the upper layer melts ice,
but at intermediate depth the AW continues into the Arctic Basin releasing heat more gradually over a much
larger area (Rudels et al., 1996). Changes in the division of the North Atlantic Current between the FS and
BSO will likely affect the fate of the AW heat.
Total vertically and horizontally integrated heat content relative to a reference temperature of 0 ◦ C shows a
clear evolution over time for the different regions (Figure 12, left panels). For the Nordic Seas (Figure 12a),
there is an overall cooling for stronger GSP wind stress and warming due to weaker GSM wind stress across
the suite of models. This is mainly the result of a temperature change of the upper 1,000 m, which can be
observed from the long-term mean profiles (Figure 12b). On average, the models experience a warming or
cooling of 0.1–0.5 ◦ C in the Nordic Seas AW layer as a result of the wind perturbations. Generally, cooling is
associated with a slight freshening of the AW layer and warming is associated with a slightly saltier AW layer.
Change in the vertically integrated heat content comes from changes in the surface heat fluxes (increased
or decreased heat loss) and heat flux divergence due to lateral fluxes. The anomalies in heat content are,
consistently in all our models, largely explained by changes in lateral fluxes, but local processes in the Nordic
Seas are also important, and these result might be slightly different in a system with a coupled atmosphere.
We note that there are also substantial differences in the mean Nordic Seas hydrography for the different
models. NorESM and IFREMER generally have a cold and shallow intermediate layer, while the ITU-MOM
model, for example, has a very deep and warm intermediate layer. These differences translate into large
differences in total heat content for the control simulations.
Concerning changes in lateral fluxes, we hypothesize that the reduction in heat content in the Nordic Seas in
the GSP case is mainly a result of enhanced AW export in the north and enhanced import of cold Polar Water
in the EGC. Another process causing decreased heat content under the GSP forcing is increased Ekman
pumping leading to a lifting of the colder water (around 0◦ C) from below 1000 m. The gyre spin up is
associated with a doming of deep isopycnals, and import of more cold deep water from outside the domain,
which then contributes to a general decrease of heat content. Tesdal et al. (2018) showed that this also
happens in the Subpolar Gyre. Concerning local forcing, the stronger winds lead to stronger heat loss by
increasing the turbulent fluxes of sensible and latent heat. Asbjørnsen et al. (2019) have recently shown that
50% of the variability in the Nordic Seas ocean heat content can be attributed to local surface forcing, and
although we have not investigated this in depth, we speculate that the changes in heat content arise due to
a combination of advection and local forcing. Note that the accelerated Norwegian Current (and resulting
greater heat transport from the south) is mainly excluded from the Nordic Seas box shown in Figure 3.
The CRFs of heat content in the Barents and Kara Seas region are shown in Figure 12c. Although the
responses are less consistent between models than in the Nordic Seas, most models, with the exception of
MIT and JHU, experience an increase in total heat content due to GSP and decrease due to GSM. An increase
in heat content is consistent with the increase in heat transport through the BSO (Figure 5) and associated
with a slight warming of the whole water column (Figure 12d). The opposite is true for the decrease. This is
consistent with Årthun et al. (2012) and strengthens the theory that heat anomalies advected through the
BSO mainly affect the surface heat fluxes (Figure 8c) and the heat content locally. A closed heat budget analMUILWIJK ET AL.
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Figure 12. Arctic Ocean heat anomalies, mean temperature profiles, and salt anomalies. Left: climate response
functions of vertically and horizontally integrated heat content relative to 0 ◦ C for the Greenland Sea Plus (GSP) and
Greenland Sea Minus (GSM) wind anomalies. Solid lines represent the GSP simulations, and dashed lines represent
the GSM simulations. Note that GSP implies a stronger cyclonic forcing over the Nordic Seas and increased barotropic
circulation strength in the Nordic Seas. Heat content is calculated over the full depth. Middle and right: annual mean
temperature profiles and salinity anomalies for the different basins and models averaged over the last 10 years of
integration (20–30 years after perturbation). Solid lines represent the control simulations, dotted lines represent the
GSP simulations, and dashed lines represent the GSM simulations. Note that for temperature the actual profiles are
shown, but for salinity, only the anomalies are shown.
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ysis is needed to confirm this. The only models that do not experience a warming in the Barents and Kara
Seas region are MIT and JHU. This might be due to changes in sea ice cover, such that heat loss outweighs
the increased heat input. The temperature distribution in the Barents and Kara Sea is relatively uniform
throughout the water column, but there are large contrasts between the models, with a difference of more
than 2 ◦ C. We believe this is mainly due to advection.
The GSP and GSM perturbations have a consistent impact on the heat content in the deep Arctic Basins
(Figure 12). The response here is delayed, but after approximately 5 years all models experience an increase
in heat content in the Eurasian Basin as a result of the GSM perturbation. The MIT, JHU, NorESM, and
ITU-MOM models also experience a decrease in heat content in the Eurasian Basin resulting from GSP, but
Alberta, IFREMER, and FESOM show no clear response.
There is also a response downstream in the Beaufort Gyre. As in the Eurasian Basin, most models experience
a small decrease in heat content from GSP and a slightly larger increase in heat content due to GSM. During
GSP the AW layer in the Beaufort Gyre becomes slightly colder and saltier, and during GSM, the AW layer
becomes warmer and fresher. It seems likely that less ice and larger surface heat loss in the Barents Sea
during GSP result in colder water ultimately entering the Eurasian Basin. After approximately 10 years
this anomaly is subsequently advected into the Beaufort Gyre. The opposite is true for GSM, with the AW
entering the Arctic through the St. Anna Trough retaining more of its heat due to a more extensive ice cover
and less heat loss in the Barents Sea. As is shown from passive tracer results (section 5.3), during GSP, more
AW enters the deep Arctic Basins. Because more AW volume is inconsistent with a decrease in heat content,
the temperature of the AW must be lower. It is to be noted that the GSP and GSM anomalies are relatively
small, and smaller than both the anomalies from the individual models and the differences between the
different models. Overall, the effect of the GSP and GSM experiments on the Beaufort Gyre region is not
very strong. The FESOM and JHU models show the opposite responses to the other models in the Beaufort
Gyre. In section 5.3 we show that the FESOM model is the model with least response in total AW volume
in the deep Arctic Basins, which might explain the lack of response in heat content. The JHU model may
behave similarly, but unfortunately, this model did not have passive tracers implemented.
Generally, the models have a more similar hydrography in the Eurasian Basin and Beaufort Gyre, but
NorESM stands out with a cold bias, and ITU-MOM with a slight warm bias. This is well known and discussed in detail in Ilicak et al. (2016). JHU has a warm bias only in the AW layer. We hypothesize that the
change in heat content in the deep Arctic basins is mainly connected to the increased or decreased cooling
of AW in the Barents and Kara Seas, and the changing circulation pathways. The lack of response in the
Eurasian Basin in the Alberta and IFREMER models might result from redistribution between the different
basins. Possibly, the AW is colder, but at the same time more AW stays in the Eurasian Basin. These two processes might outweigh each other. Unfortunately, the IFREMER and Alberta models did not have passive
tracers implemented to allow us to check this.
5.3. AW Flow From Passive Tracer Release
To further investigate the circulation of AW, we consider the advection and diffusion of passive tracers that
were released in four of the models. These tracers were released continuously at three locations along the
AW flow path for approximately 30 years, starting in 1980 (Svinøy, BSO, and FS). Figure 13 shows the mean
concentration of a passive tracer 20–25 years after release in the BSO. The tracer concentrations are standardized by depth in order to visualize the differences between the shallow Barents Sea and deep Eurasian
Basin. By this we mean that all tracer volumes have been divided by water depth, and it can be interpreted
as a fraction of the water column that is filled with tracer. Figures S6 and S7 show the same for the Svinøy
and FS tracers. For the BSO tracer we also show the surface concentration and the concentration at the
depth of the AW layer (400 m) in Figures S12 and S13, respectively. Most of the Barents Sea is quickly filled
up with AW from the BSO, and this eventually enters the Eurasian Basin through the St. Anna Trough. In
all models the AW continues to circulate cyclonically in the deep Arctic basins, but the bulk does not cross
the Lomonosov Ridge and remains in the Eurasian Basin. After some modification, here the AW circulates
back to the Nordic Seas through FS. Animations of these passive tracer concentrations are available in the
supporting information.
The tracer release experiments reveal substantial differences in advection between these four different control simulations (Figure 13). The ITU-MOM and FESOM models have the strongest circulation inside the
Arctic Basin, where a substantial portion of the BSO tracer ends up in the Canadian and Makarov basins. In
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Figure 13. Vertically integrated concentration of passive tracer released continuously at all depths in the Barents
Sea Opening (BSO) in four models. Panels on the left show the control simulations, middle panels show anomalies
resulting from the GSP experiment (stronger wind forcing), and right panels show anomalies resulting from the
GSM experiment (weaker wind forcing). All values are averaged over model years 20–25. Tracer release started
simultaneously with the beginning of the perturbation. All values are standardized by depth. The pink line marks the
tracer release location.

the MIT simulation less of the BSO tracer crosses the Lomonosov Ridge, and most of the BSO tracer remains
in the Eurasian Basin, whereas in NorESM nearly none of the BSO tracer crosses the Lomonosov Ridge.
Observations of the circulation in this area are scarce, but Karcher et al. (2012) make the point that the ability
of the AW to cross the Lomonosov Ridge might vary over time. One possible explanation is that the MIT and
the NorESM models create more dense water in the Barents Sea, and this subsequently has trouble crossing
over the Lomonosov Ridge. This is likely related to numerics in the model. The Lomonosov Ridge creates a
potential vorticity barrier, so differences between the momentum advection schemes and momentum closure schemes (i.e., viscosity operator) might lead to differences among the models. The tracers released in
the FS and at Svinøy also show that there are large differences in how much of the AW recirculates in the
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FS. Both MIT and NorESM have relatively high recirculation in the FS whereas ITU-MOM and FESOM
generally transport AW further into the Arctic Ocean (Figures S6 and S7).
In general, GSP results in an increased volume of BSO tracer in the deep Arctic Basins for all models and vice
versa for GSM after 20–25 years (Figure 13). Because the heat content of these basins goes down (Figure 12),
this AW must be colder than before. There is a very limited response in the Barents and Kara seas, because
these regions were already filled with AW from the BSO. However, the spatial distribution is also very different from the control simulations. For NorESM and MIT, the AW originating from the BSO and the FS
(Figures S6 and S7) is more confined to the southern part of the Eurasian Basin in the GSP case. Here, the
Nansen Basin experiences an increased volume of AW, while the Amundsen Basin experiences a decreased
volume of AW after 25 years. More AW enters the Arctic Basin in the GSP case, but it does not reach as
far north and west into the deep basins. For these two models the increased circulation results also in a
quicker recirculation and shorter residence time; as more AW enters, the “throughflow” in the Arctic Basin
increases, and more AW exits through FS. This could also contribute to a lower heat content. The opposite
is true for the GSM case, where a lower wind stress in the Nordic Seas results in less AW in the deep Arctic
Basins. For MIT there is a positive AW volume anomaly in the Makarov and Canadian basins for the GSM
case, meaning the AW reaches further to the north and west when the circulation is weak. This contributes
to the positive anomaly in heat content of the Beafort Gyre in the GSM case (Figure 12).
The ITU-MOM and FESOM models behave slightly differently than MIT and NorESM. The ITU-MOM
model also experiences an increased AW volume in the deep Arctic basins in the GSP case, but here the
increase mainly results in more tracer volume further away from the inflow region, toward the Laptev Sea,
Makarov Basin, and Canadian Basin (Figure 13). This increase is Arctic-wide for ITU-MOM, but with the
strongest response in the Laptev Sea. Because this increase of AW volume is related to a decrease in heat
content (Figure 12), the AW must be colder than before. FESOM actually experiences a decrease of AW volume in the Nansen Basin and an increase in the Makarov and Canadian Basins. For FESOM, the GSP case
does result in a longer AW residence time in the Arctic Basin, and hence less AW volume in the outflowing
East Greenland Current. In the GSM case, the ITU-MOM model also experiences an overall decrease of AW
volume in all the deep Arctic basins. Again, the response is strongest in the Laptev Sea. For FESOM there is
also a general decrease in AW for GSM, but also a small increase in the Nansen Basin and the southern parts
of the Canadian Basin. In the Barents and Kara Seas we see an initial response due to the stronger circulation, which tells us that the Barents and Kara Seas fill up with AW faster due to the GSP perturbations and
slower due to the GSM perturbations. In 20 years an equilibrium is reached because the seas are completely
filled with AW originating in the BSO. The BSO tracer increases steadily in the Eurasian Basin during the
GSP case for the ITU-MOM, MIT, and NorESM models and vice versa for GSM. The FESOM model has an
initial response, which is similar to the other models, but in the long term there is no change in absolute
tracer volume in the Eurasian Basin. Overall, in the Eurasian and Canadian Basins, an increase of total AW
volume is related to a decrease in total heat content, thus the AW temperature is lower than before. The
model with least clear response in AW volume in these deep basins (FESOM) is also the model with the
smallest response in heat content change.
The change in temperature in the Eurasian Basin has been investigated thoroughly for the NorESM (Figure
S5). The average annual mean temperature shows a thick near-surface layer of relatively warm AW entering
through FS. This layer cools but continues at depth toward the Laptev Sea. We note that NorESM has a
cold bias (Ilicak et al., 2016) and that the absolute temperatures are therefore too low. The GSP perturbation
results in a stronger AW circulation and a warmer intermediate and surface layer, but colder temperatures
at depth and near the inflow region (Figure S5b). This is consistent with a stronger throughflow in the
Nordic Seas combined with a more effective lifting of the colder deep water due to the stronger GSP wind
forcing. In the Eurasian Basin the temperatures are colder from the surface to the bottom, apart from just
downstream of the FS at intermediate depth. As discussed in section 5.2 this is likely due to the stronger
“throughflow” and cooling in the Barents Sea, increasing the proportion of AW that has been effectively
cooled and densified, and which ends up at depth in the Eurasian Basin. The cooling could also result from
increased transport of colder waters from the Western Arctic.
We conclude that the changing GS wind forcing clearly affects the AW pathways and its residence time in the
different seas and basins of the Arctic Ocean. Likely, the strength of the barotropic circulation also affects the
vertical distribution, temperature, and possibly also salinity of the AW in the Arctic Ocean. When it comes
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to the AW pathways, there are, however, larger differences across the suite of models, both in the mean state
and in the responses.

6. Summary and Conclusions
We have here analyzed a suite of different Arctic Ocean model simulations to understand the effect of
anomalous wind forcing over the GS. We examined similarities and differences in Nordic Seas circulation,
poleward ocean heat transport, AW pathways, and Arctic sea ice. This coordinated model comparison grew
out of the Forum for Arctic Modeling and Observational Synthesis community, and one main goal here is
to compute CRFs for the Atlantic sector of the Arctic Ocean to understand climate and model sensitivity to
changes in wind forcing. We have successfully shown that CRFs based on SLP anomalies have a potential
for prediction purposes and that there is a clear link between the GS winds, northward ocean heat transport,
and sea ice. Overall, there is a strong general agreement between the different models, but for some aspects
the models behave differently and had different biases, which underlines the value of doing cross-model
comparisons.
We focus on the sensitivity of AW circulation to stronger and weaker GS winds. The stronger wind forcing,
termed GSP, is the geostrophic wind increase related to a 4-mbar drop in surface pressure in the central
GS. The weaker forcing is opposite in strength and termed GSM, and they are both comparable to observed
Nordic Seas annual mean SLP anomalies that resemble the NAO variability.
A stronger GS wind stress results in stronger cyclonic barotropic circulation in the Nordic Seas and increased
northward transport of AW volume and heat through the BSO. A weaker GS wind stress results in the opposite. The responses in the BSO have a response time of 1–5 years where most of the response happens during
the first year after the perturbation begins. The change in AW flow extends from south of the Subpolar
Gyre, through the Nordic Seas, and all the way north into the Canadian Basin. There is a corresponding net
decrease in the depth-integrated heat content in the Nordic Seas, Eurasian Basin, and eventually in the Canadian Basin due to GSP. This net decrease in Nordic Seas heat content is likely connected to increased input
of cold water from the north, uplifting of cold waters from the deep ocean, and increased heat loss within
the Barents and Kara Seas. In a similar way, the weaker GSM forcing leads to an increased depth-integrated
heat content along the AW inflow pathway.
The GS experiments impact the AW flow all the way downstream into the Canadian Basin, but overall, the
effect of the GSP and GSM experiments on the Beaufort Gyre region is not very strong. During GSP, the
AW layer in the Beaufort Gyre becomes slightly colder and saltier, and during GSM, the AW layer becomes
warmer and fresher. The response in this region is relatively small, and the GSP/GSM anomalies are not
larger than the temporal anomalies in the control simulations from the individual models or the differences
between the different models.
The higher GS wind stress of the GSP experiment results in an increased transport of warmer AW into the
Barents and Kara Seas. Likewise, the weaker GSM wind stress leads to a smaller AW inflow volume transport.
This response is clear in all models, but the strength of the response varies. The most remarkable result is the
very close-to-linear response in the heat transport into the Barents Sea, the heat content in the Barents/Kara
Seas, the heat loss to the atmosphere, and the change in sea ice extent. The response integrated over the
whole Arctic amounts to a loss of about 10% of the annual mean sea ice area for a 4-mbar SLP anomaly over
the GS. The positive AW inflow volume anomaly due to GSP leads to a higher ocean heat transport into the
Barents Sea, a local warming, less sea ice, and a stronger heat loss to the atmosphere. The opposite is true
for the weaker GSM forcing. This response is similar to the main cause of Barents Sea variability examined
over the last 2,500 years by Smedsrud et al. (2013), but our results increase the confidence in this response
by demonstrating that it appears across a suite of models.
The CRFs have a 2- to 5-year dynamic adjustment time, suggesting that there is potential for predictability on these time scales. A reconstruction of the strength of the barotropic circulation in the Nordic Seas
based solely on a linear convolution of SLP anomalies in the GS with the CRFs explains 49% of the variance
simulated by the models. Also, for the AW volume transport into the Barents Sea there is high correlation
(r = 0.58) between the CRF hindcast and the direct calculations from the models, explaining approximately
34% of the variance. For sea ice extent, the reconstructions based on GS SLP anomalies are not well correlated with observed or simulated variability. This is likely due to a combination of missing ocean-atmosphere
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feedback mechanisms and the fact that there are other major forcing mechanisms influencing ocean heat
transport and sea ice extent. One of these important mechanisms, which are captured to limited extend in
our CRF prediction, is the propagation of temperature anomalies from the south, which Årthun et al. (2017)
has shown also strongly affect the ocean heat transport and, hence, the sea ice extent in the Barents Sea.
Increased ocean heat transport into the Barents Sea results in an increased net surface heat loss, and a net
cooling effect on the AW that exits the Barents Sea. As most of our models are forced with atmospheric
reanalysis, this strong cooling might be overestimated because the atmosphere is not able to respond to such
increased heat fluxes. This is not the case for the CRFs from the Ox-HiGEM group, which are calculated
by multiple linear lagged regression in a fully coupled ocean-ice-atmosphere simulation. Consequently, the
response in sea ice is stronger in this coupled system, because there is less heat loss to the atmosphere to
dampen the initial sea ice loss, and more AW heat available to prevent sea ice growth. The Ox-HiGEM results
show that ocean-atmosphere feedback mechanisms in the Barents Sea are important and that the sea ice
response might be underestimated in the forced simulations we focus on here.
Passive tracers show that anomalous wind stress in the Nordic Seas results in different AW pathways in the
Arctic Ocean. This is consistent with Ilicak et al. (2016), who found substantial differences between Arctic Ocean simulations. Differences in barotropic circulation between models can be attributed to different
climatological states, differences in AW pathways, and differences in Ekman pumping. The details of the
circulation pathways, including the relative intensity of AW recirculation, FS, and Barents Sea inflows, will
likely depend on the exact position of the wind anomaly, but we nevertheless expect the conclusions drawn
here to be robust. In general, the CRF approach appears valuable for comparing climate models and their
response to key drivers of climate variability, and for extracting the governing processes within the large and
dynamic present-day changes occurring in the Arctic Ocean.
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